Cryptocurrencies are taking the entire world by storm. In the last decade cryptocurrencies have risen
from less than $5 up to over $60K. Of course, Bitcoin is the main offender, but there are countless
altcoins, some of which have recorded gains of up to 35 000% in the last year alone. Of course these
are exceptions, but the destructive volatility of the crypto market has also managed to create quite a few
fortunes. It seems that nowadays everyone is after fast gains and long-term investments seem to be a
thing of the past. Privacy coins, stablecoins, altcoins, there is something for everyone on the crypto
market and things just seem to ramping up non-stop.
Division as well as hype is also prevalent in the crypto community. With so many new options, there
are a few camps on either end who campaign endlessly that their fork or type of currency is far superior
and deserves the solo spot in the spotlight. That being said, the undisputed king on top still remains
Bitcoin. With its many hard forks, it is still the absolutely most sought after cryptocurrency.
Division however, is not something many crypto experts enjoy. This is why, Deepcloud.io has put
together a magnificent platform that will help with types of cryptocurrencies. Yes, altcoins, stablecoins
and privacy coins will all be able to exist under the same roof and they’ll be able to trade with each
other as well. The goal of deepcloud.io is simple – unite the crypto world. This task however, is easier
said than done. This is why deepcloud.io is already working on a number of fantastic features that will
help implement unity within the crypto world. Looking at stablecoins for instance, they are tied to fiat
currencies. This is largely something the crypto community tends to avoid because of the ties with
government corruption and bank interest fraud

